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Name of the Activity/Event Independence Day 

Topic/Subject Aazadi Ke Mayane- Desh Bhakti Kavita Gayan 

Organised by Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura, Delhi 

Venue Online Platform 

Date & Duration 13 AUGUST 2021 

Participants / Attended by Class IX (A-E) 

OBJECTIVES 
.Importance of freedom 
.Love for the country, feeling of respect 

.Remembrance of martyrs 

DESCRIPTION 

"Poetry is the art of creating imaginary gardens. 
" 

With this perspective the activity was organized and the students were made to understand 

'Independence Day via various examples from poem on Independence Day. They could 

comprehend the theme i.e., Poetry that is presented in a lyrical manner. 

Independence Day is a remembrance and dedication to all those people who gave their lives, 

mind, body, and soul to free India. Countless lives were lost and many were tortured but with 

immense determination and faith, Indian rose as a free country. On this day, India's tricolour 

flag was hoisted above the Lahori Gate of Red Fort in Delhi on August 15, 1947. To this day, 

every year the Prime Minister hoists the flag and commemorates the occasion by a traditional 

ceremony in Delhi, India's capital. After the Prime Minister addresses the nation, a military 

parade is held that is broadcasted all over the country. 

Also, the role poem by students was showcased effectively. 

Five best entries were selected from each section. Concisely, the activity provided the students with an 

opportunity to breathe out their own individual reactions and responses. It also boosted their 

confidence and enabled them to peep into the world of history. 

On the basis of content delivery, creativity and overall presentation the students bagged the accolades. 
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Screenshots of the Students' Entries(IX A-E) 
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